
WHO WILL WIN THE BATTLE  ? 
 

The JTO promotion of departmental employees is being delayed indefinitely in BSNL. Competitive 
examination (LICE) is continuously deferred. It causes sever loss to the aspirants from various cadres 
including many of officiating JTOs holding the recruitment qualifications.   If the deferment was initially 
due to reluctance of management now it is due to adamant stand a few of TTAs officiating as JTOs.  
 
A large numbers are awaiting regularization in the select list of JTO R/R 1996 for want of vacancy at one 
side. They have cleared the promotion test as well as training.  So they are standing fully qualified as 
JTO in earlier rule. They have been officiating as JTOs for many years. The smooth regularization by 
diversion of un-utilized DR quota of period of JTO R/R 1996 (same has done in past also) was disturbed 
through court. This is the contribution of another section of JTO aspirants-direct recruit TTAs. It was 
quite unnecessary. In fact, it was unethical and of no benefit to any direct-recruited TTAS. The content 
was some thing like a public litigation. Departmental employees have no business in it. No vacancy 
rightful for the direct recruit TTAS has been diverted to departmental quota for regularization of 
qualified officiating JTOs. All the vacancies were, according to BSNL, belonging to the period of 1996-
1999. They did it by falsification of facts in court. So it can only be viewed as “destructive”. 
Management acted neutral. Affected parties were unknown until the judgment came. DR-TTAs prefer to 
continue the status co until they get promoted. They have been playing the “Delay–drama” in court. The 
motivation  is, to become the “senior of seniors”. This reality is never exposed by DR TTAs in any case.  
 
While departmental employees are suffered the JTO promotion for 11 years at one side, the company 
was running with acute shortage of JTOs at other side. The clever Management continued to utilize this 
opportunity by continuously recruiting JTOs in 50% DR quota every year. The corresponding 50% 
departmental quota remained unfilled.  All trade unions demanded BSNL to make LICE immediately, 
knowing the danger to the common employees who are aspiring promotions for last 11 years. No unions 
at any time demanded to cancel the promotion test for any reason. It is because that the “aspirants” 
include not only the warring TTAs but also TOA, Sr.TOA, Clerks, Stenographers, Draftsman. Finally BSNL 
notified for competitive examination (LICE) to JTO in 2009 as per new JTO R/R 2011 and syllabus. 
 
This gave fire to a new war. This naturally provoked the officiating JTOs. There are two reasons. First, it 
splits the officiating JTOs like eligible and non-eligible for LICE creating a chow. Second, it makes a 
feeling among the JTO qualified TTAs that old select list of JTO R/R 1996 may get cancelled once a new 
list of competitive examination is come.  
 
The second opinion however has no relevance. It is purely manufactured and propagated by some vested 
interest group who are playing the “Stay- LICE drama”.  The majority is dancing to the tune of the false 
rhythm.  The existing select list is a “qualifying list” where the candidates are to be absorbed as and 
when the vacancy is created. Admittedly, the seniority is to be protected in accordance to the standing 
agreement. Vacancy can be created at any time and through any feasible methods by BSNL. Off course 
there is an illness created on “vacancy” now. It must be cured; whatever may be the cause. There has 
not been any such instance in the past where a qualifying list is cancelled on conduction of a competitive 
examination. It is not legally viable also. There is plenty of experience in the department. Remember 
the case of 1st screening test of the year1995 under JTO R/R 1990. The select list came in to existence in 
the year 1995.  The regularization started.  While so, the rule changed to JTO R/R 1996.  A competitive 
examination conducted in the year 1999 under the new JTO R/R 1996. A 2nd select list was published in 
the year 1999. But the old select list of 1995 was maintained (not cancelled) and continued 
regularization. While so, the rule again changed to JTO R/R 1999. One more competitive examination 
was conducted in the year 2001. A 3rd select list was published. Still the 1st select list of 1995 was 
maintained (not cancelled) and continued regularization till the end of list in the year 2003. History can 
not be ratified to any body’s wish. 
 
Ignoring all these facts and dancing to the tunes of the destructors, some are declaring the war to 
sabotage the LICE through judicial means. Every body has the right to approach courts for their eligibility 
in LICE. But attempt for canceling the promotion test has no justification. It is inadequate to override 
the spirit behind conduction of LICE. Hon’ble courts will agree only justified cause. Time will prove the 
truth. Knowing this fact, the real causes are never exposed. Grounds are manufactured to meet the 
objective the group-i.e, canceling the promotion test continuously. It makes no difference between the 
action of DR TTAs in Chandigarh and the action of these senior employees. Both are destructive to the 
common employees.  Both are spoiling each other. Both are losers only. Only the management is the 
gainer in the game. They are cleverly denying  the justice to all employees. 


